
 

 

June 30, 2008 
Greed & Feed 
 
The Casino, so I hear, has become more and more surreal. Hardly know where 
to start.  
 
Let's start with that all-time favorite, the Fecal Family, aka the Turdclan.  Poopsie, 
in order to keep all the money for himself and to assure that no one has 
anywhere to go to complain, has installed as many of his family members there 
as possible.   
 
For awhile, there was Lemon Longie was employed there.  However, due to 
some nuisance rules, him being a major sex offender and all, they had to post his 
picture in the lobby to warn customers that the perv was loose on the premises.  
After awhile, they took his picture down.  But he remained on payroll for some 
time.  "Rules are for fools" 
 
NOTE:  Both Lemon and Gaelen are in Jail in Grand Forks.  They might be out 
again, by now, but it was outside cops that busted them this time: 
 
Lemon, along with Gaelen Robertson, Seashelly's bed monkey (if she pays him 
enough) were recently arrested for rapes (again).  I wonder if Lemon finally went 
down for raping his common-law's 6-year old who has multiple handicaps and is 
in a wheelchair.  He regularly raped her, and her older sister, and the boys in the 
family.  He was reported, but somehow that blind Justice thought it was 
appropriate to allow him back in the house, unrestricted access and no follow up.  
Did someone finally listen?   
 
I still remember him laughing a couple of years ago as he was released from jail, 
and headed back to those young girls, like prisoners in their own home, no one to 
step in and stop him, protect them, stop him, stop him... no one.  He drove his 
van, waved and laughed at everyone that stared.  So, where were the Badgers?  
Oh, I forgot: They don't investigate rapes.  They investigate staplers.  They 
investigate who is passing around the blog.  Yeah, that is what they are, all of 
them. 
 
Then there's Gaelen, who has been sneaking into homes and raping for a very 
long time.  He used to do small contracting and build garages onto homes, or 
hang doors.  Always kept a copy of the keys for himself so he could help himself 
to whatever females were inside, in the middle of the day, in the middle of the 
night.  Seashelly always bailed him out.  Always paid his lawyers and his fines.  
Oh, she paid them with the Tribe's money.  She always denied he was guilty of 
anything, even when it came right to her door.  She still denies it now.  Your 
money feeds her denial.  All of it.   
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So, if you are wondering why there is not enough money for food, fuel or medical 
travel, along with everything else, you might be interested in where the money in 
her budget went.  I wonder how much of your money she has already spent to try 
and spring him this time?  Wonder how much you are paying for his lawyer this 
time?  Ask her.  Keep asking her.  You know what she looks like, where she 
lives, where she is supposed to work.  You know her car, you know her family.  
Ask, ask, ask... loudly. 
 
Back to the surreal casino.  Jackie runs that thing into the ground.  She still 
cannot figure out how to run a buffet or anything else, but since when has a lack 
of qualifications been a job stopper?  You come from the Turdclan, you can have 
any job you want.   
 
Poopsie pays off his bed monkeys by allowing them to be the big winners on the 
draws.  Big surprise when one of them wins, eh?  The regular winners are: Lisa 
Greywater and her sister, Beasley.  Mary Wide Legs usually gets a payoff once 
or twice a week as well.   
 
There is also the Lucky Lady scheme in play at the Casino.  Those drawings that 
are supposed to be 'random picks', but in fact are palmed tickets designed to 
reward or pay off certain people.  Usually it was Lisa Greywater, Beasley, or 
Mary Wide Legs, but lately, the payoffs seem to be going very regularly to Mrs. 
Poopsie.  From time to time, some of the male players, such as Chuckles the 
Clown or Sam Merrick get a shot at the the payoffs, er, 'jackpots' and draws.  
Hmm.  Thought just occurred to me: I wonder if the guys have to 'earn' the 
payoffs by performing the same deeds as the 'ladies'?? 
 
Lately, for some unknown reason, Mrs. Poopsie is winning all the draws, and is 
told which slot machines to go to as they are about to pay off.  People assume 
that Poopsie is watching from his slug perch in Surveillance and he just knows 
which machine in those slot canyons, are ready to pay off.  He tells her where to 
sit and within a few pulls, Jackpot!  
 
They had machines pulled from the casino before because they were 
crooked. Methinks they might get these pulled as well.  And they might just find 
that there is a mechanism in the machines that can be triggered remotely to pay 
off.  Either that, or these are just plain lucky people!  Just like they were lucky last 
time when the slot machines got confiscated out of there.   
 
Now, the funny thing about these "jackpot payoffs" for family and friends is who 
all is on the list of payees.  Occasionally, Chuckles the clown gets a payoff.  I 
suppose it is when Mary Wide Legs can't be bothered to show up to collect her 
'winnings' so Chuckles stands in for her.  Sam Merrick also gets paid off with 
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jackpots, and prizes.  Like the truck he won, and then had to sell and give the 
money to Poopsie, only keeping $100 for himself.   
 
I sometimes wonder if the boys who 'win big' also have to perform the same acts 
as the females who 'win big'.  Poopsie, who is expanding at a rate beyond what 
his own skin can contain, looks more and more like Jabba The Hutt from Star 
Wars, than a Human Being.   
 
That pile of slug poop is what you all fear out there?? That piece of whatever it is 
he is, is allowed to steal hundreds of thousands of dollars from you every day 
and you do nothing?  
 
And while the Poopsie  and the bed monkeys are becoming more and more 
strung out on drugs, and continue to get away with stealing from the Smoke Shop 
and lifting from the other shops, with no fear of consequences… and Jackie 
continues to drive the resort into bankruptcy, Poopsie tosses prizes from the 
drawings and the slot machines to the rest of his family and cronies as payoffs… 
while all that is going on, we have yet another member from the Fecal Family 
trolling the Slot Canyons. 
 
You have to see this one to believe it.  Turd Mother herself!  That 80-yr. Old bag 
of barking spiders has her heart set on getting yet another man in her life.  She 
dolls herself up, wears waaay too much make-up, or waaay too little, depending 
on how you look at the project, pulls her hair back to try and smooth the wrinkles 
out of her face, and goes sashaying up to unsuspecting men, putting her best 
moves on them.   
 
I wonder how that goes?  They know when she is near.  She farts with every 
step. She's a walking whoopee cushion at this stage of her sordid pathetic life. 
Let's listen in as she corners one: 

 
"You know what," she says, running her bony fingers along the collar line 
of some startled player. He recoils, but she persists. "My sons are 
murderers, and they are very rich.  Our whole family runs all the drugs, all 
the money on this rez." 
 
She then circles around to where he can't help but get a good look at what 
is coming on to him: "I get anything and anyone I want." Her eyes widen in 
what she thinks is alluring, but which only comes off as B Movie spooky.  
A clenching chill rattles his spine.  

 
I imagine it must go something like that.  Ending of course, with some poor man 
trying to chew off his own arm to get away from her without her noticing. 
(*Shudder). 
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Take a look at just that family and the damage they have done to the image of 
Indian People, and the disgrace they bring to their community on a daily basis.  If 
you want things to get better, you have to stop accepting them as your bosses, 
your leaders, and quit pretending they are your friends.  Call them on it.  Call 
them on what they have done.  Stop protecting them.   
 
The cycle of abuse is broken when the victims of abuse cease protecting their 
abusers.  
 
Stop protecting your abusers. 
 
Typical of the abuse syndrome is that the abused feel compelled to protect their 
abusers.  For this to end, you have to break that cycle.   
 
Other People See 
 
Here's a collection of information I have received over the past 6 mos or so.  Not 
all of it had time or space to get it onto the blog.  Just so you know, people out 
there, your friends and neighbors, co-workers, all see what is going on. 
 
Here's 1: 
 

Recently, I have been witnessing some pretty disturbing things around the 
reservation: 
1. Michelle Ironheart stepped forward and provided names of drug dealers 
and those whose are using. Many of these individuals are directors, 
employees of public service programs and tribal council relatives. I thought 
this was great. 
 
However, Michelle is still hosting parties for minors. ... the police 
department was called several times, and nothing was done (what a 
surprise).  
 
Michelle is saying drugs are bad, but drinking is acceptable. Graduation 
weekend is upon us and how much you want to bet that there is a party 
scheduled at Michelle's. 
 
2. The big glamour bus that Four Winds purchased has caused some hurt 
feelings within the Tribe. Warwick approached the Four Winds school 
board to seek using the bus for a class trip. They were denied. One board 
member told me that the bus is Four Winds and not for everyone to use. 
This is the same member who is a rapist and is still allowed to be on the 
board. 
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3. Russell McDonald preaches the "Red Road" and has tons of education 
under his belt. Drugs were found at the Tribal Planning office. So, all the 
employees there have to take a drug test. Two employees asked another 
worker if they would urinate in a cup for them. This information was 
passed on to Russell and he told them to not to worry about it and he 
handle it. Nothing was done! 

 
Here's 2: 
 

It makes me sick to hear about what Lisa is doing to her workers and yes 
you were right I "heard" that she is stealing from the Smoke Shop for her 
little habit that goes "sniff, sniff, sniff" as for all her workers the same, I 
hear Rose Bull supplies them all each month.  
 
Lucky for Clarice she get out when she did. But she might resign all 
together I also "heard". Poopsie watches out for her. She "sniff, sniff, sniff," 
all she wants and poopsie will warn her so she can go behind closed 
doors I hear there is a lot of that going on at the Casino, closed doors.  
 
Pete Belgarde apparently brought a list to a general assembly and gave to 
authorities so everyone is a suspect at this point.  
 
A lot of drug abuse at that place I guess. Yeah it doesn't take a scientist to 
figure out all the B.S. at the Casino. Everybody knows Lisa has that 
problem and has everybody else runs around for her so it looks like she 
doesn't do anything. Useless.  She is worse then anybody.  
 
You should do an inspirational section on drug abuse and give Lisa some 
treatment options before she goes to far into her menopause and loose 
her mind. She is walking around like a zombie with a big red nose always 
sick with allergies of some sort along with all her co-workers that she is 
close with. She may be the next Anna Nicole Smith if we don't 
intervention:-)  

 
*Note: Anna Nicole was a nothing celebrity who at least had looks and some 
talent.  Lisa's talents, for what they were, were worn out years ago. Same with 
her looks. I believe the writer is trying to make a point of how the uncontrolled 
use of controlled substances can only lead to tragedy.  
 
Here's 3: 
 

I have seen all the corruption that goes on there, how one might need help 
and get the run around otherwise. I was around all the drug's (which I did 
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not approve of) drinking, and fighting. I've seen all the favoritism, ... And 
how many take from there own children and spend all there food money, 
pampers money, and household money and blow it all at the casino, 
bingo, and even up there arms.  
 
It's sad to see how many kids you see running around by themselves out 
there, no parents, no supervision, no one that care's, And it's the parents 
fault for how the kid's grow up, because they become street smart and 
learn to fend for themselves, by stealing, or by any means to survive.  
 
The parents need to get involved in there children's lives, cause the 
children are the future, and they learn from what the see. Nowadays' 
everyone wait's for that GA check every month, their only means to 
income, and EBT every month in which they probably sell, instead of 
buying food for there children 
 
It's sad to say but it's the truth, they worry about how nice their cars look, 
and how pretty they look, but yet there children are wearing clothes from a 
year or two. And just cause there homes are cheap or free, they run those 
to the ground also. I wonder what happened to the money the tribe put 
away for the kid's? is it still there? and I heard the casino was going broke 
(already?) If you keep stealing from your own people, how long will your 
tribe exist? When will that prick Brian Pearson be charged with rape? 
maybe the mechanic in prison could say, like father like son, let's check 
your oil sweet heart!!!  

 
Note: Yes, the Tribal Council raided the IA funds and robbed the kids outright.  
Prior to that, they were stealing only half or more, but last year, they decided to 
just keep it all for themselves and not even pretend to distribute it. The only 
exceptions were their families, and their friends' families.  
 
There's more, but you get the idea.  One writer was so disgusted after watching 
some of these mothers, fathers, and sometimes grandparents getting the 
younger girls to put themselves out there, flirting with older men and going further 
than that, just to get some more money so that they (older ones) could gamble 
more, play more bingo, and have 'fun'.   
 
Contrast 
 
With all this going on, amazingly enough, there are families out on the rez who 
manage to raise their children with the right stuff.  Despite their poverty, and the 
lack of assistance from the tribal council, they manage to raise their kids, get 
them through school, and on to higher education with their values and their 
integrity intact.    
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You have to respect anyone that can do that under any of today's 
circumstances.  But to do it in that pit, under all that corruption, to me, is a 
miracle of strength and dignity.  
 
Decent people out there, have to keep a really low profile.  They are considered a 
threat to the corruption that is eating away at the tribe, diminishing the dignity of 
their own people, and all the while keeping the sense of futility high.  
 
When We Wake Up We Find 
 
The lands have been stolen.  We should have been fighting to preserve the lands 
and the land rights of the people, but we were too busy fighting one another.  
Those who were elected or who stole the elections to claim leadership, sold us 
out and misused the trust and the authority they were given or which they stole. 
 
That the government has stolen again and again, easily, the land, the water, the 
trees, the oil, the minerals and the air itself, because it was easy.  No one was 
stopping them. No one was watching.  The rest of the country was never 
informed by the media, and so they did not realize it was happening, that a 
nation, our nation, was being mistreated in the courts, and in their own homes.  
 
The media is owned by corporations.  Corporations who own other corporations, 
such as mining, manufacturing, oil and water, timber and coal.  That is why 
mainstream news media seldom if ever, does any story that has at its center, 
Indian Country.  Not even the SMC Scandal, which involves the deaths of our 
soldiers in Iraq, not even that blips their radar.   
 
That more than half a trillion tax payer dollars has, over the years, gone into 
creating and maintaining a level of corruption that amounts to ongoing criminal 
conspiracy, not unlike giving all the State's money to the Mafia so that they could 
control how the cities were run, all of that, all of this is being done By Us, To Us 
and IN OUR NAME, as a nation. 
 
This is why, Good People of Spirit Lake, you have to stand up and keep standing 
up for yourself, your community, your children and your future.   
 
I'm not kidding when I say that NO ONE is Coming.  Someone is here, however.  
That someone is YOU.  Each of you has the power to come to awareness, and to 
make the changes, and the moves that will change the course of Spirit Lake, 
North Dakota and the USA.   
 
Because once you do it, you will find that you are NOT alone.  People who are 
standing up and fighting everywhere, will find you and you will find them.  You 
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cannot join them and they cannot join you until you are standing up enough to be 
seen, heard and known.  
 

Watch the documentary: American Indian Homelands 
 
No one is going to come and fight for you.  The government wants you weak.  
Your Tribal Council wants you divided and weak.  You oblige every time you turn 
your back on your children. You oblige every time you indulge in racism, 
especially Indian v. Indian racism.  The more you don't trust anyone based on the 
color of their skin, the quantum of their blood, the more you isolate yourself, and 
become less able to make a difference.  
 
The US Government owes Hundreds of Billions of Dollars to Indian People all 
across the land.  They owe it for the land they stole, and the resources they 
leased out to oil and mining and timber companies; to farmers and ranchers and 
developers without your permission.   
 
The US Government will not help you.  They do not follow the law.  You must 
stand up for yourself and make them follow the laws.  And together, All Tribes, 
hold accountable, those who have divided up and robbed Indian People all these 
many, too many years.  
 
Feel sorry for yourself, and you lose. Turn your back on those who need your 
help in order to help you to help yourself, and you are defeated.   
 
Learn to stand up for yourself.  Avoid drugs and alcohol, as they weaken the 
mind and sicken the spirit.  If your friends won't accept you unless you partake of 
the things that destroy you, realize they are not your friends and understand you 
have to find ways to cope without them.  
 
Those who are on drugs, and who think drinking is the social tool that makes it 
easy for you to connect with others, realize that you are wasting your life and that 
you deserve better from yourself.  If you have children, realize you must clean up, 
heal up in order to spare them the nightmare of your addiction. 
 
For everyone that thinks that Indians are a conquered people, think again.  I 
know of no other people who could endure, 8 generations of concentration 
camps, residential schools and injustice on all levels and still be able to find their 
family.   
 
There is something very powerful and strong in Indian Blood and Indian Ways.  
There is no conflict between old ways and modern culture.  Indians can have 
both without problems.  The problem is not between "Old ways and Modern 
Ways".  The problems begin with and stem from abuse and corruption.   
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The best way to fight it is with Education.  The difference between a 'victim' and a 
'survivor' is Education.   
 
This is not an easy road.  Lots of pitfalls, trapdoors, deceptions and pain.  You 
will see people cheating to be 'Big Winners', and you will be tempted to join in.  I 
tell you, pity them, for they are destroying themselves, their families and the 
future. 
 
Do not resent them.  Do not support them. Do not honor them.  Stay focused on 
what you must do to get through this darkest part of the journey, the journey 
within.  You can do it.  You have the strongest blood running through your veins.  
You have survived injustices, mistreatment, by governments and by your own 
people. But you are still here.  That means you are alive and that means you can 
make changes. 
 
You are awesome and those who abuse you, deceive you and mislead you, 
FEAR YOU! 
 
You know where to find me.  
 
~Cat 


